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Article 
THE OPTIMUM PA TH OF ECONOMIC GROWTH 
Ichiro Jimbo 
I. Production Function 
We suppose an economy engaged・in the production of n different 
commodities, and that technological・possibility of production of . these 
commodities is described by the transformation set T, where T is 
strictly-convex cone representing a set of pairs of vectors, {u(t), v(t+l)}, 
such that an output vector v in period t + 1 is produced from an input 
vector u in period t, and v (t+l), in turn, equals to u (t+l). We also 
assume that the production function is subject to constant return to 
scale. This transformation set T satisfies the following assumptions. 
ASSUMPTION T-1 
T is a closed convex cone contained the non-negative orthant of 
2n-dimensional vector space. 
ASSUMPTION T-2 
{O, v(t+l)} E T always implies v(~+l)=O, and this suggests. that 
Koopmans'Impossibility of the Land of Cockaigne fa satisfied. 
ASSUMPTION T-3 
There exists oo >v;(t) >o, where v;(t) denotes the j-th component 
of the v(t) vector. 
ASSUMPTION T-4 
A set of u(t) is compact. 
ASSUMPTION T-5 
The mapping from u(t) to v(t + 1) is continuous. 
ASSUMPTION T-6 
{u(t), .l.u(t)} E T, where .lis a scalar given by the1 following definition. 
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DEFINITION 
Let p be a price vector. Then the growth factor is represented 
by 
,l= 
P•v(t+1) 
P•u(t) ・ (1.1) 
We exclude the case where P•u(t)=O, because if P•u(t)=O, the 
economy produces only free goods and this is nonsense from the view-
point of economics. 
LEMMA 1.1 
The model has a maxmum growth factor入＊．
Proof 
Equation (Ll) is a continuous mapping, say f, defined on the com-
pact metric space; 
f:T→ R吟 isthe one-dimensional vector space) 
By applying the famous maxmum theorem, a maximum value入*exists 
within the range. 
LEMMA 1.2 
There exists {u*(t), v*(t+1)} in T such that 
v*(t+1)=入*u(t)
Proof 
ぇ*zぇ； ,l = /(u*(t), v*(t+ 1) 
o<入＊く00
Q.E.D. 
(1.2) 
(1.3) 
(1.4) 
By the definition of ,l and assumption T-3, there exists oo >入*>O,
v*(t+l)=入*u(t)is nothing but a special case of equation (1.1). By 
assumption T-6 it is obviC>us that 
{u*(t), v*(t+ 1)} E T, 
Q.E.D. 
This lemma shows that there exists a maximum growth factor 
associated with a balanced growth path, i•e•, the Neumann Ray. 
, LEMMA 1.3 
. There is a non-empty set p E P such if (P, v(t + 1)一入*u(t):;o,then 
p:?: O holds for any {u(t), v(t+ 1)} E T. 
Proof 
Let X= {v(t+l)一入*u(t)¥{u(t),v(t+l)} ET}. 
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Then, the sex X consists of elements of performing a continuous 
mapping from the Zn-dimensional vector space T to the n-dimensional 
vector space X. Since T is a compact set, so is X, Now if 
v(t+l)=J*u(t) (1.5) 
holds, we must have 
<P, v(t+l)一入*u(t))=O.
If otherwise, one of the following relation must hold: 
v(t+ l):?: 入*u(t) . (1.6) 
v(t+l)幻 *u(t) (1. 7) 
As to the former case, let us assume that k equalities hold. Then 
Xis contained in the (n-k) dimensional vector space. As a result, 
X'has no intersection with the interior of the non-negative orthant 
of n-dimensional vector space, R訂. Thus we have a hyperplane with 
non-negative coefficients passing through the origin and separating X 
from the interior of R,1+. As to the latter case, equation (1.7) implies 
v(t+l)一入*u(t)額. Thus, in any case, it is established that X has no 
intersection with the interior of R,、+.Applying the separation theorem, 
we arrive at the conclusion that P:?:O exists if p is the normal vector 
to the separate hyperplane. This prove that, 
p=f,o. 
Q.E.D 
COROLLARY i.1 
If either equation (1.5) or (1.7) holds, theQ there exists P>O. 
Proof 
Let uE U where u泌b,and -U* denote the polar convex cone of 
-U, 
-U*= {uj(u, v):s;O, u EU}. 
To prove this corollary, let us suppose the contrary. 
If 
PE -U*, P<O, 
(1.8) 
(1.9) 
then no positive vector is contained in -U*, so that the latter does 
not intersect with the positive orthant of n-dimensional vector space, 
say S. Thus S and -U* are separated by a hyper-plane passing 
through the origin and having semi-positive coefficients, w~O. If we 
assume that yE -U*, then we get: 
(w, v)~O (1.10) 
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-U**= {uj(u, v)~O, vE -U*). 
S~, wE -U**. As U is a t;onvex cone, U=U**. 
(1.11) 
Therefore, we must have w E U,w訊 Thiscontradicts with the as-
sumptton. 
Q.E.D. 
In the following dicussion J shall supose p >o for the sake of 
simplicity. 
We shall now postulate that social preference function, g(v(t)), 
is given by a continuous mapping from the n-dimensional vector space 
to one-dimensional vector space, and that g(v(t))>O for any v(t). We 
also assume that g(v(t)) satisfies the following two con~itions. 
ASSUMPTION P-1 
g is a quasi-concave function. 
ASSUMPTION P-2 
P・ が<t)>P・炉(t)implies g(が(t))>g(が(t),whereが(t)is theかthelement 
of the n-climensional vector space and p is a price vector. 
ASSUMPTION T-7 
It takes at least r-periods to reach the Neumann Ray from any 
point outside of the Ray. The same condition applies to a movement 
from the Neumann Ray to any other point. 
THEOREMl.1 
When the initial :point u(O) and the composition of goods油 atthe 
terminal period are given in the span N, we want to find the growth 
path maximising g(v(t)), or optimum growth path. If the time span 
- N is sufficiently large, an potimum path v(t) starting from the initial 
state u(O) stays on the Neuman Ray for certain periods. 
Proof 
Putting 
p,v(l) p,v(2) . P•v(N) 
=.l1; =,l2; """ =,lN P•u(O) p,u(l)'P•u(N-1) 
the growth factor, on the Neumann Ray from u*(O) to v*(N), is given 
by 
So that 
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P•v*(N) (,l*)凡P•*u(O) 
Other growth paths would take the growth factors, 
'P•v(N) ＝ふ如............AN, P•u(O) 
By LEMMA 1.2, ,i is less than maximum growth factor入*so that 
,l*一店砂 fora sufficiently small number o>O. Consider a growth path 
{u(t), v(t+l)}, that is out of the Neumann Ray during m-periods (rri<M, 
and coincides with the Ray during other periods in the time span N. 
Then we have 
Since ( 
_P•v(N) 
P•u(O) ＝ふ知・..…• • • •• •土）N→°
（入*)N—m(,l*-o)恥，知………Am, (,l*)N-m>O 
（入＊一8 ふ， 如・・・・・ •,lm ふ， 極・・・・'"AN
,l*)~(,l*)m~(,l*)N >O 
,i*-o 
,l*) < 1, the larger m is the smaller is ( 
m=2r, we obtain the optimum growth path. 
COROLLARY 1.2 
入＊一0 m 
,l*) , when 
Q.E.D. 
If the model satisfies ASSUMPTION CT-1) -(T-6), (P-1) and-(P-2), 
there are growth paths converging to the Neumann Ray. 
Proof 
Suppose 
{u*(t), v*(t+l)} ET. {が(t),が(t+l)}ET 
for v*(t+l)=i*u*(t), andが(t+l)が*u*(t)andが(t)=u*(t).To show that 
<P*, が(t+l)一入＊が(t))<Ois satisfied for any ray outside the Neumann 
Ray, we shall qiscuss the contrary, that is (P*, が(t+l)一入＊が(t)<(.Ofor 
such a path. Since (P*, が(t+l)一,1*が(t)= O by LEMMA 1.3 and p >o, 
we haveが(t+l)=,1*が(t). This contradicts with the assumption that 
が(t+1)=/=入＊が(t),hence 
<P*, が(t+l))<(P*,v*(t+l)). 
Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 1.2 
If relative prices are changed, there is no o~timum balanced growth 
path. 
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Proof 
Let Jj(t) denote the difference betweem P(t) and p*, the latter 
being a price vector associated with the balanced growth path. Rela-
tive price changes can generally be expressed as 
P(t+ 1)~,jl'(p(t)), 
where穿 isa continuous one-to-one mapping, and there exists炒(Pet)
-p*)=yr(p(t))一,jl'(p*). Thus, 
P(t+ 1)-P* = yr(p(t))-P* =W(P(t)). 
We also denote v(t) as the difference between v(t) and v*(t), the latter 
a output vector associated with the balanced growth path, i.e., 
iJ(t+ l)=v(t+ 1)-v*(t+ l)=<!J(v(t), P(t+ 1))-<!J(v*(t), p*) 
=<1J,(v(t))+<1Jp(P(t+ 1), 
where, v(t+l)=の(v(t),p(t+ 1), 
似({v(t),P(t+ 1)} -{v*(t), P(t+ 1)}) 
=<!J(v(t), P(t+ l))-<!J(v*(t)-p(t+ 1)), 
and, <!Jp({v*(t), P(t+ 1)} -fv*(t), p*}) 
=<!J(v*(t), P(t+ 1))-<!J(v*(t), P*). 
Let us now consider two different growth paths; one associated 
with P(t) and the other associated with p*, respectively, that have a 
common starting point u(O). The existence of the price difference P(l) 
would then result different outputs for these paths in such a way 
that 
v(O)=O 
V(l)=もCPCl))
v(2) =¢.(y(1))+¢p(p(2)) 
=¢vo¢p(p(l)) +¢p({,(2)) 
=¢.。もCPC1))+¢poifr(P(l) 
={)ゆ(1)(t=2) 
where 01 shows composite mapping. In the same way, we can get 
v(t) =O,(P(l)). 
Q・E.D. 
Thus in this model, the economic growth path is determined by 
movement of relative prices. 
I. A General Equilibrium Model of Economic Growth 
In this cahpter we . are going to describe how the equilibrium 
prices and the equilibrium quantities of demand and supply are de-
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termined through the exchange between the production agents and the 
consumption agents and in turn how these equilibrium prices determine 
the optimum growth path of the economy. This analysis will be based 
upon our discussion of Chapter I. We will attempt to modify the 
model developed in Chapter I to a more general model from the point 
of view of dynamic economics. 
1. MODEL 
It is rather convenient to begin with the deman4 side of the eco-
nomy. P(t) is the price vector in period t and P,(t+l) denotes the 
expected price vector; the expected prices are those which the produc-
tion or consumption agents in period t expect that they will prevail 
in period t + 1. So, the income can be expressed in the following form; 
l(t)=(P(t-1), v(t-l))+(p(t-1), zit-1))+冗(t) (2.1.1) 
where zit-1) is a commodity vector in Euclidean non-negative n-
dimensional vector space, which represents the postponed consumption 
in period t-1 of the consumption agent based on its decisions in an 
attempt to get a higher utility index in these two periods, t-1 and t, 
through its preference and price ,vectors P(t-1) and P,(t); x(t-1) is 
input of the production agent, and冗(t)denote the profit which is distri-
buted by the production agent in period t .Under this condition, the 
consumption agent tries to maximize the utility index of preference, 
u, in such a way that the commodity vector will be divided into two 
parts-x(t) consumed in period t and the commodity vector zit)-when 
it is though that it will give a better preference if consumption is 
postponed to the next period. Since the. two sets, x(t) E X(t) and 
zit)E Z, 忍） are compact sets, the combination of these vectors 
{x(t), zd(t)} E R2n also is an element of the compact set {X(t),Zd(t)}, 
and in turn a continuous mapping from Euclidean 2n-dimensional 
space to one dimensional space u, 
u=u{(久:(t),zd(t)}) (2.1.2) 
has the maximum value, u*, whose existence is ensured by the maxi-
mum value theorem. 
The value of・income l(t) and the demand quantities, x(t) and zd(t), 
will change corresponding to the movement of prices: therefore, x(t) 
and zit), the quantities of demand for commodities in period t, are 
determined when the prices are fixed. The quantities of demand for 
each commodity can be expressed as a mapping from the price vector 
to demand, that is 
{P(t), P,(t+l)}→ {x(t), zd(t)}, 
pnces → demand. 
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Further, as we will show in the latter part of this section, since 
zit) is equal to income minus consumption expenditure in period t, 
we may call it saving. 
Turning our attention to the other consumption agent's role -that 
is, the consumption agent not only consumes commodities but also 
supplies the factors of production for the production agent as its out~ 
put. There are no outflows and inflows for the economy as a whole 
1 because we are examining a close model. Therefore, we can regard 
the functioning of the consumption agent as the process of taking in・ 
x(t) as consumption-input, and producing v(t) as consumption-output. 
We can formulate the consumption transformation set,・C, according 
to the result, where C isa convex set consisting of the pairs of vectors 
{x(t), v(t)} as an element. In order to have any meaning as economic 
quantities, x(t) and v(t) should be non-negative commodity vectors. 
We then have 
1. C~R加＋
where R2n + denotes a non-negative Euclidean 2n-di111ensional vector 
space. 
2. {O, v(t)} EC always means v(t)=O. 
If the consumption agent does not consume any quantities of 
commodities, it・can not supply goods and services to the production 
agent, because in such a situation the consumption agent can not 
sustain itself. 
3. x(t)nv(t)=O. 
This shows irreversibility of the consumption process. For example, 
let us suppose x;(t) is food, and町(t)is labor, where功(t)denotes the 
i-th component of a consumption commodity vector x(t): 町(t)is the 
j-th component of v(t). If x(t)nv(t) always cpntains a sub-set of the 
non-empty positive set, Pn, we can produce food from labor in the 
consumption process, not the production process. We assume that 
the consumption transformation set C satisfies the conditions mentioned 
above. 
N~xt, we turn to the production side of the economy. From the 
analysis discussed in Chapter I, we know the production transforma-
tion set T meets the following assumptions: 
a. T is a convex closed set contained in non-negative Euclidean 2n-
dimensional vector space R己
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b. All possible production processes are shown with their conbinations 
of inputsが(t-1)and their outputs y'(t) (i=l, 2, ……, n). If the 
space spanned by al が(t-1)denotes V(t-1), yi(t), Y(t), then 
V(t-l)n Y(t)=O. 
We will dorp the subscript i for the simplicity if there are no 
problems. 
c. {O, y(t)} E T always means y(t)=O. 
Under these conditions the production agent tries to mi:t~imir.e its 
profit冗(t). Moreover, the production agent does not always sel al of 
its output・to the consumption agent, but it may make the decision to 
postpone the selling until the next period to get a greater profit based 
on the expected prices in the next period pe(t+l). In this way the 
output can be divided into two parts, w(t), supply in this period, and 
z,(t), output held as a stock in the production agent. Let us call the 
latter investment in period t. Since the production agent not only use 
the input from the consumption agent, it can also use the z,(t-1) for 
the production in period t; inputs in the production process v(t~l) 
should be modified in s.uch a way that the production agent can use 
the_ inputs from the consumption agent and accumulated stocks, i.e., 
investment in peripd t-: 1. So the production agent is a process inputing 
v(t-1) and z,(t-1), and producing y(t). 
We should make the modifications for y(t) discussed in the above 
conditions a, b, and c, in such a way that it divided into w(t) and z,(t). 
Thus, the profit in period t may be stated as follows: 
冗(t)=<P<t),w<tn+<P、(t+1), z,(t) 
-<P<t-1), v(t-1))-<P<t-1)み(t-1)) (2.1.3) 
where (P(t), w(t)) denotes an inner product between the price vector 
P(t) and the commodity vector w(t). 
On the other hand, th e consumption agent receives its mcoms i(t) 
from three sources: the supply of production input v(t-1), saving in 
period t-1, zit-p, and the distri:t>ution of profit from the production 
agent, n:(t). 
In period t-1, the equilibrium quantities of demand and supply 
existed under the equilibrium prices {~(t-1), P,(t)}, and the consump-
tion agent has to accept these quantities as given in period t. So its 
income in period t is
I(t)=(P(t-1), v(t-l))+<P<t-1), zd(t.:_1)十冗(t)
=(P((-1), v(t-l))+(P(t-1), zd(t-1)) 
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+<P<t>, w(t)H(P、(t+1), z,(t) 
-(P<t-1), z,(t-1))-(P<t-1), v(t-1)) 
=<P<t>, w(t)H<P、(t+1), z.(t). (2.1.4) 
where P, え,zd, are equilibrium p:,;ices, investment, and saving, re-
spectively. The consumption: agent distributes its demand among x(t) 
and zd(t) in a such way that it maximizes the utility index of prefer-
ence u. 
max u(x(t), zit))=u(x(t), 乏it)) (2.1'.5) 
under the budget constraint 
(P(t), x(t))+(P,(t + 1), Z4(t))~l(t).'(2.1.6) 
Now we can derive the equi-demand-supply equation. 
{w(t), z.(t)}~ 位(t),z.(t)} : . (2.1.7) 
Supply~Demand 
Equality between demand and supply will not always be possible. 
The equality only holds under the very special price vector which we 
call the equilibrium price vector~-
2. DEMAND AND SUPPLY FUNCTION 
Let us denote the reduced consumption-saving possiollity set 
ば(t),Zit)}うぽ(t),f4(t)} in the area in which the production agent 
can supply the amounts, by 
｛即）， Zitn= { W(t), Z.(t)} n {X(t), Zit)} -K(t). (2.2.1) 
where K(t) is a closed convex set belonging to the nonnegative 2n-
dimensional vector space R: 己 Onthe other hand, the reduced pro-
duction-investment possibility set of the production agent, {加），え(t)}
will be shown in the following equations. ・ 
｛嗽t),え(t)}= { W(t), Z.(t)} n {X(t), Z4(t)} + r(t). (2.2.2) 
where r(t) is a closed convex set belonging to R2n¥ Here, the reason 
why we have to append K(t) and r(t) is that (2-1-7) will not always 
show・in the form of the equalities. If the equilibrium solutionsぼ(t),
む(t)},佃(t),え(t)}exist, the f 1 ・o owmg expressions will hold: 
fx(t); z<m Eば<t),Zit)} (2.2.3) 
fw<t), え(t)E {伽）＇え (t)}. (2.2.4) 
Therefore, we should-focus our attention on the reduced setsば(t),
Z4(t)}, al_ld {伽），え(t)}to analyze the nature and ni.ovement of the 
economy. The following lemma on the reduced sets will now hold. 
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LEMMA 2-1 
(i) {免t),Zit>l, {散t),え(t)}are not empty set. 
(ii) {知），知）｝，｛伽）；邸）} are closed convex set. 
(iii)ば(t),邸）， {W'(t),え(t}are bounded set. 
Proof 
(i)ば(t>,Zit)}う0,and {加），え(t)}3 0,so that these sets are non-
empty sets. 
(ii) Since {X(t), Zit)}, { W(t), Z,(t)}, K(t), and r(t) are closed convex 
sets: ば(t),Zd(t)'} is a closed convex set, {X(t), え(t)}is also closed 
convex set which can be proved in the same way. 
(iii) We shall give the proof in two steps (a) and (b) concerning this 
part of the lemma. 
(a) At first we are going to prove that {伽）， Z,(t)}is a bounded set. 
Let us suppose that the lemma (ii) is false the first step in the proof 
that { W'(t), え(t)}is bounded. To do so we assume {散t),え(t)}is not 
bounded. Since {懃t),え(t)}is a compact set, we can find a series 
｛町(t),が(t)}in {伽），え(t)}which converges infinity, that is 
{wツ(t),ず (t)}→oo, when 1→ oo. (2.2.5) 
Here, we remember that the reduced supply possibility set { W(t), 
邸）} contains the origin屯0in Zn-dimensional vector speace, so that 
the set has the greatest lower bound, in order to have some eoonomic 
meaning, the set should be 
｛町(t),2,(t)} :? 0. ・(2.2.6) 
So we can define the distance, d, between the origin and a point 
｛町(t),か(t)}as the following. 
µv~d(O, {即(t),か(t)}) (2.2. 7) 
where the distance is defined as Euclidean norm. Since 
μv=d(O, {wv(t), z.V(t)})→ oo when 11-00, (2.2.8) 
then 
1 1 
元・｛町(t),か(t)}= [µ~·{ill~(t), か(t)
+(1-元）・0]E { w(t), z(t); (2.2.9) 
because the reduced production-investment possibility set {伽），え(t)}
is convex and unbounded from above. Now 
1 1~ 一｛町(t),~?<t)}~o. μv 
whenµ• is large enough. 
(2.2.10) 
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1 lim-
V→ "?μ ツ
{wツ(t),ず (t)}=o a(t), 
we get 
a(t) E { w(t), z,(t)}. 
Sinceμ,>o and {町(t),z,'(t.)}~o. 
a(t)=O. 
Therefore, 
d(O, a(t))=O. 
1 -d(O, {町(t),ず (t)})→ 0 (J→ oo). 
μv 
(2.2.11) 
(2.2.12) 
(2.2.13) 
On the other hand, we can easily see・from the definition of 
1 -d(O, {即(t),が(t)})=l. (v=l, 2, ……） μッ
The contradiction comes from the unboundness of th~production-in-
vestment possibility set in the assumption. 
Therefore, {散t),え(t)}is bounded. 
(b) Next we will prove that the reduced consumption-saving possibility 
setぽ(t),Zit)} is bounded. 
Putting {え(t),fd(t)} Eば(t),Zit>}, 
o~{x<t>, む(t)}~(i(t) (2.2.14) 
where (i(t) is the least upper bound of {嗽t),え(t)}.
Therefore, {免t),Zd(t)} is a bounded set. 
Q.E.D. 
From here on, we examine only these reduced production-invest-
ment possibility sets and consumption-saving possibility sets, because 
to do so we can prevent the dispersion of our attencion over the large 
area of the original sets. Hence, we will define a hypercubs E which 
fully covers the reduced production-investment set {W"(t), え(t)}.
As shown above, {散t),え(t)}is a bounded set, so we can formulate 
such a hypercube E, 
E= { {w(t), z,(t)} ¥ {w(t), z,(t)} E R加＋
c~{w(t), z,(t)}~d, c>d}. (2.2.15) 
We can choose the values of c and din such a way that {伽），え(t)}
belongs to an open kernel of E, that is, E. 
｛珈）， 2,(t)}咋 (2.2.16)
In the following we can confine the domain of the supply function 
to { W(t), Z,(t)} n E without loss; then the supply function is defined 
as the following 
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1/fC f P<t), P、(t+1)}) 
= { w(t), z,(t)} I {w(t), z,(t)} E { W(t)}, Z,(t)} n E, max冗(t)}
(2.2.17) 
Since { W(t) Z,(t)} n Eis a compact set and 1:(t) is the continuous mapping 
. defined on it, we can insure that there exists the maximum value in 
冗(t). The profit冗(t)will not always be realized in this period since a 
part of it consists of expected profit coming from the expected prices. 
But we assume that the existence of a financial system can transform 
this expected profit into real profit; in other wo'rds, the production 
agent can get finances from the system based on z.(t) as much as it 
can form (p,(t+1), z,(t). By the way, we also mention that P,(t+l) is 
not always equal to P(t+ 1). 
Let us formu~ate the hypercube Ee for the reduced consumption-
saving possibility set in the same way we formulated the hypercube 
E for the production-investment possibility set. Sinceば(t),Zit)} is 
bounded as we proved in lemma 2-1, we can define an Ee whose kernel 
containes the reduced consumption-saving possibility set; 
E.= {x(t), 釦cmI {xCt), 2.cm Eば(t),Zit)}, 
o~fx<t), 恥(t)}匂 (t)for 8(t)~d(t), 
8(t)>{名(t),む(t)}. (2.2.18) 
The consumption agent tries to maximize its utility index under 
the budget constraint (2-1-6). So the demand function can be expressed 
in the following fashion. 
rp(fPCt), P,(t+ 1)}) 
= { x(t), zit)} I {x(t), zit)} E Ee U {x(t), zit)}, 
maximize u({x(t), zit)}) under the condition 
(P(t), x(t))+(p,(t+ 1),. zd(t))~I(t)} (2.2.19) 
Here the domain of x(t) and zd(t) belongs to a certain compact 
sub-set of E.nE2n; therefore, the continuous mapping u has the maxi-
mum value u. In other words, the demand function will be expressed 
as the following mapping: 
rp(ゆ(t),p ,(t+ 1)}). 
The demand and supply functions defined above are mappings 
which have sets as ranges, and only in very special cases will it be 
point-to point mapping. The existence of equillibrium will be shown 
by whether or not the following equations hold. 
rp({P(t), P,Ct+l)})nrp({P(t), P,Ct+l)})=</>. (2.2.20) 
where </> denotes the empty set. In other words, the excess supply 
function,x({P(t),P,(t+ 1)}) =,fr({p(t),P,(t+ 1)})-rp({P(t), P,(t+ 1)}) containes 
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the origin 0, that is, 
x(f P(t), p.(t+ 1)})うo. (2.2.21) 
Whether the model presented here has solutions or not is a problem 
that will be solved in the next section. 
3. EXISTENCE OF SOLUTION 
In advance of the discussion on the existence of solutions, we shall 
touch on the normalization of prices. 
Up to the present, we treated prices as exchange rates, which does 
not consider their nature and role in economic theory. As Leon 
Walras pointed out, the prices which play the important role in eco-
nomic general equilibrium are not absolute prices, but relative prices. 
Because demand and supply functions give the following relations for 
any positive number (scalar) P>O, it can easily be seen from the 
definition of these functions that 
<p({P(t), PP,(t+ 1)})=<p({P(t), P,(t+ 1)})_ (2.3.1) 
,fr({P(t), PP,(t+ 1)}) =,fr({P(t), p.(t+ 1)}). . (2.3.2) 
So, it is very important for economic theory that careful examina-
tion be given relative prices, not absolute prices. Walras, for example, 
expressed the relative prices through taking the n-th commodity as 
numeraire, i.e., P=l/Pn• Such a way to modify the absolute prices has 
economic. meaning, but we use another normalization procedure because 
it is easily manageable. We define q(t), a new price vector, as the 
following; 
n n n n 
q(t)= {か(t)/~か(t)+~P.;(t),加(t)/I:;か(t)+~P.;(t), 
=ヽ1 i=1 i=1 i=1 
”” ……, P,nCt)/I: かCt)+I::Pc;Ct)} E R2ふ
•=1 i=l 
笙と』q;(t)=l,O~q;(t)~l for i=l, 2, …. •2n, . (2.3.3.) 
i=1 
where q;(t) is the i-th component of v~ctor q(t). ・Thus, we can deal 
with {P(t), p,(t+ 1)} as an element of a simplex Zn-dimensional vector 
space, which are well-known in character. We also get the absolute 
prices easily through multiplication of the suitable・positive number 
” こか+~P,;. In the following part al q(t) express an element belong-
i=1 i=1 
ing to the 2n-dimensional simplex S2n, which not absolute price vector. 
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LEMMA 2-2 
There exists n commodities whose excess supply functions are 
given in the form of x(q(t). If the functions satisfy the following 
two conditions, then . at the prices q(t), x(q(t) includes a set of non~ 
negative commoditiesて(t),whereて(t)E x({P(t), P、(t+l)})=X(q(t)).
(i) Mapping: q(t)→ x(q(t) is closed mapping which correspondes to 
(q(t) ES叫→x(q(t)=/=rf>, which is a convex sub-set of A. A. is a hypercubs 
which is contained in R2., and covers al area of range x(q(t). 
(ii) The excess supply functions satisfy weak Walras'law, that is. 
(q(t), て(t)溢 o. (2.3.4) 
whereて(t)E X(q(t)). 
Proof 
At first we will introduce a price response function a(t): 
町(t)=町(q(t),て;(t)
Q;(t)+max(一て;(t),0) 
=- 2n (j=l, 2,-・・2n) ・ (2.3.5)1 十~max(一ち， 0)
s=l 
where町(t)is the j-th component of vector a(t). From the definition, 
2n 
町(t溢 0and~ 町(t)= 1,so a(t) E S2. A s seen from (2.3.5), the mappmg 
i=l 
a iscontinuous. Since i-(t) moves around in a certain bounded set, we 
can define hypercube which contains the range of mapping x in its 
open kernel. So (2.3.5) is a unique continuous mapping whose domain 
is defined on the S2. x H, and the range is S2., that is, 
{q(t), て(t)}→ a(t) (2.3.6) 
S2.xH―→ ・S2. (2.3. 7) 
We may also build a new mapping defined as the following; 
f((q(t), て(t)= {a(t)} x x(q(t) (2.3.8) 
that is, 
{q(t), ,(t)}→ j(q(t), ,(t) (2.3.9) 
S2.xH―→ S2.xH 
We will show this mapping satisfies Kakutani's fixed point theorem.1) 
(a) Since S加 andH are compact convex sets in R2,, S2, x His an com-
pact convex set in R伍
1) Shizuo Kakutani; "A Generalization of Brouwer's Fixed Point Theorem." 
Duke Mathematical Journal, 8, 1941, p. 457-459. Theorem 1 and its corolary. 
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{q(t), r(t)}→ q(t) 
S2nXH―→ S2n (2.3.10) 
is a unique continuous mapping, and the excess supply function 
q(t)→ X(q(t)) 
S2n→ H 
is a closed mapping so that the combined mapping 
{q(t), ,(t)}→ X(q(t)) 
S2nXH→ H 
i~also a closed mapping. On the other hand, because (2.3.6) is a point-
to-point co.ntinuous mapping, (2.3.9), which is the direct product mapping 
of (2.3.6) and (2.3.10), is also a closed mapping. 
(c) The image of (2.3.8) from each {qW, ,(t)} is also a convex set, 
because {a(t)} is a point in 2n-demensional vector space and x(q(t) is 
a convex set based on the assumption in this lemma. 
From the above discussion, we can deduce that mappings (2.3.9) 
meets the conditions in Kakutani's Fixed Point Theorem. So, there 
exists a fixed point {q(t), ,(t)} E f頃(t),,(t) for the mapping from 
S2n x H, that is 
Q(t) = a(Q(t), ぞ(t) (2.3.11) 
ぞ(t)E x(q(t). (2.3.12) 
Next we will show thatぞ(t)is non-negative. Putting 
2n 
り(t)= I:max (ーを(t),0), 
s~1 
we can set 
り町(t)+む(t)=む(t)+max(ーも(t),0) (j=l, 2, …，2n) (2.3.13) 
2n 2n 
研工引ーも(t))=~(も(t)) max (ーも(t).0) 
i=1 j=1 
2n 
＝一~(ーも(t))[max (ーも(t),O)] 
j=1 
2• ＝ー~[max(ーも(t), 0)]2. 
;~1 
From (2.3.1), there exists 
q(t)=町(q;(t), そ(t)
むt)+max(ーも(t),0) 
2n 
1 十~max(ーも(t),0) 
s~1 
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for a certain price vector q(t), 
2n 〇~~[max (一乃(t),0)]2=ー 噸(t),-ぞ(t). (2.3.14) 
i=l 
Here, if we remember the assumption for weak Walras'law, the 
inner product should be 
(Q(t), ぞ(t))~O (2.3.15) 
In this case, 苫[max(一ぞ(t),0}]2=0 and -て;(t)~max( ーも， O)=O, that is, 
there is 
ぞ(t)~O.
THEOREM 2-1 
(2.3.16) 
Q.E.D. 
Solutions exist for a model which satisfies the conditions in Section 
1 of this Chapter. 
Proof 
Putting x(q(t))=,fr(q(t))-rp(q(t)), then x is point-to-set mapping 
from a point q(t) in S加 toa set in R2.. We can end the process for 
the proof if we can find a certain setて(t),and q(t) which ensures the 
existence of strong Walras'law for the excess. supply and prices that 
satisfy the following conditions; 
(i) X(q(t))~H, 
-、, (ii) X(q(t)) :, て(t)is a non-empty convex set. 
Then, in order to give the proof, it is enough that the closed 
mapping x exists over the area S2n, if so, we can then prove the 
existence of an equilibrium solution by applying lemma 2-2. To prove 
the closed mapping x, it is necessary examine its composed elements, 
the demand functions and supply fup.ctions. 
As we can easily see, the supply function is a closed mapping, 
because if we put 
there are 
lim q•(t)=q(t), 
V→co 
lim {w•(t), z,•(t)} = {w(t), z,(t)} 
ッ→co
｛町(t),ず (t)}E yr(q(t) (1 = 1,2, ・・），
{w(t), z,(t)} E {w(t), z,(t)} n E(t); ・ 
（ず(t),{w(t), 忍(t)})~(ず(t), {wV(t), Zs V(t)}) 
(2.3.17) 
(2.3.18) 
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for any {w(t), z,(t)} E {w(t), z,(t)} n E(t) ・(2.3.19)
Since the inner product "is continuous mapping, then we have 
(q(t), {w(t), z,(t)})~(q(t), {w'(t), ず (t)})
for any {w(t), z,(t)} E {w(t), z,(t)} n E(t). (2.3.20) 
Thus, it becomes 
{w(t), z,(t)} E ,Jr(q(t); 
therefore ,Jr is closed on S加
Next, we will turn our attantion to the demand function. The 
income of the consumption agent is given in the following equation; 
J(t)=(P(t-1), v(t-l))+(P(t-1), zit-1))+冗(t)
=(P(t), w(t))+(p.(t+l), z,(t). 
Since P(t-1) shows the equilibrium prices in period t-1, the consump-
tion agent receives the prices as given. Through the continuousness 
of the inner product, J(t) is a continuous function of P(t), and p,<t+ 1) 
the value is always non-negative. Therefore, the demand function can 
be shown in the following fashion. 
'P({P(t), P,<t+ 1)}) (2.3.21) 
where 
lim <Pツ(t),wv(t))+(P/(t+l), z,v(t) 
ッ→00
=lim l"(t)=I(t). 
"→00 
Now, we take a point r(t) in. the set Ec(t) satisfying the condition 
{P(t), P,(t+l)), r(t))~I(t) but differing from {が(t),Zdツ(t). If we put 
I(t) 
μv= max[Jv(t), ({PV(t), p,v(t+ 1), 1(t)] 
it is clear from the definition that 
O<µy~l. 
We define rv(t) as 
(2.3.2) 
rv(t)=(l-µv)•O +μvr(t)=ゲ (t) (2.3.23) 
Because E.(t) is a convex set contaning the origin, 
戸('t)E E.(t) 
and it is clear from the definition・that 
({PV(t), p、V(t+l)},rv(t) 
.=({pv(t), p,v(~+l)}'µvr(t))=µr(PV(t), p,v(t+l), r(t) 
~I•(t), (2.3.24) 
that is, rv(t) satisfies the budget constraint. On the other hand, 
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｛が(t),zd'(t)} is the vector which gives the maximum utility index 
of preference and also satisfies the budget constraint, so 
u(が(t),zd•(t))~u(戸(t)) (1 = 1,2, ……） (2.3.25) 
Now, when 1 converges to infinity 
r _ l(t) 1mμ= 
V→ co• max[l(t), ({Pet), P,(t-1-1)}, r(t)]・
Because of ({P(t), P,(t+ 1)}, r(t))~J(t), lim1ら=1: therefore, limr"(t)=r(t). 
V→OO 
We also remember the mapping u iscontinuous, so 
u(x(t), zit))~u(r(t)). 
v • oo 
(2.3.26) 
Thus we can understand that the demand function r:p is・a closed 
mappmg on S加
Next, we shall prove that r:p is closed mapping, not only on S加
but also S2n; that is, it is closed under the condition I(t)~O. Since 
r:p({P(t), p,<t+ 1)}) is convex on S2n, it is also convex on S2n, which is 
a subi,ec!_ of S珈. If A is a set in a topological space B and if its 
closure A=B, then we say that A is dense in B. Because S2,. is the 
closure of S2n, so S加 isdense in S2n. Thus we can extend the mapping 
r:p from芯 toS2か2)We denote the function, extended in this way, by'P. 
The mapping ,fr({P(t), P,(t+ 1)}) and'P({P(t), P,(t+ 1)}) transforms 
a price vector {P(t); P,(t+ 1)} to non-empty convex subsets of E, and 
Ee, respectively, and this mapping is closed, so that their linear com-
bination, in other words, is the extended excess supply function, 
x(p(t), P,(t+ l)l=ifr< {p(t), P,<t+ 1)}) 
―r:p({P(t), P,<t+ 1)}) (2.3.27) 
which is the closed mapping corresponding to a point {P(t), P,(t+ 1)} 
in S加 tothe convex subset in H. Thus the closed mappingness of 
the extended excess supply function is proved. 
Now we examine the existence of strong Walras'law. When al 
quantities of supply correspond to quantities of demand derived from・ 
the consumption agent's preferences, we can be sure that strong Walras' 
law exists. Whether or not it comes existence deepends upon the 
conditions of the demand side, because when al of the consumpti<;>n 
agent's income is consumed and the inequality (2-1-1) is turned into 
2) Steven A. Gaal. Point Set Topology, New York: Academic Press, 1964, p. 
175-177. 
Solomon Lefschetz. Introductヽonto Topology, Princeton: Princeton University 
-Press, 1949, p. 26. 
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an equality, the consumption agent can get its maximum utility: index 
of preference under the budget constraint through our assumption'that 
there are no saturation points. Therefore, in order for strong Walras' 
law on extended excess supply function i to exist, it is enough when 
we can _prove that al of the income will be spent on consumption or 
saving through the extended demand function {p({P(t), p ,(t+ 1)}). Bec~use 
{p({P(t), P,(t + 1)})=<p({P(t), P,(t+ J.)}) on: S2n, we must give the proof for 
the existence of the equality in the budget constraint in the case o{ 
{P<t), P,(t+ 1)} E S邸， but{P(t), P,(t+ 1)} E S2n• If there isて(t)E'P({P(t), 
P,(t+l)}) for {p(t), P,(t+l)} ES珈， theconvex hull of the set containing 
て(t)can be spanned by 2n + 1 points at most, so thatて(t)will be ex-
pressed by a liner comnination of 2n+ 1 points belonging to the set 
tp({P(t), P,(t+ 1)}, が(t),• -712n+1(t); that is 
2n+・2n+1 
て(t)=I:叫が(t),叫~o, I: cu,=l. . 
•=1•=1 
(2.3.28) 
As we know, the set {p(ゆ(t),p、(t+1)) is compact, so the following . 
holds: 
が(t)=lim炉 (t),
V→CX> 
{P(t), P,(t+l)} = Hin {pv(t),p.v(t+l)} 
v• co 
7J'V(t) E弧{P(t),P,(t+ 1)}) 
On the set S幻,it will become 
（｛が(t),P/(t+l)}・釈(t),Zdv(t)})=JV(t). 
Thus, we can get the following equation~. 
({P(t), P,(t+ 1)}, {x(t), zit)}) 
2叶 1
＝工叫lim({が(t),P/(t+l)}, 7Jり
•=l ッ→ OO
珈+1
=~c,)8 lifi JV(t) 
•=l V→OO 
加+1
＝工叫I(t)
•=1 
=l(t) 
• Here we arrive at strong Walras'. law. From the above we can 
see that the mapping x satisfies the conditions of LEMMA 2-2, so that 
the extended excess supply function x({P(t), P,(t+l)}) contains a non-
negative vector そ(t)~O for {P(t), p、(t+1)} E S2n. In the following part, 
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I shall prove that the excess supply is zero at the equilibrium priee 
vector {~(t), ~、(t+1)} >o:'that is, 
<a) {~<t), P,<t+ 1)} >o. 
(/i)そ(t)=O.
Proof of (<t) 
At first, let us suppose I(t)>O and {~(t), ~.(t+ 1)}~0, where the 
j-th component~;(t)=O (or~、j(t+1)) which corresponds to the quantity 
of demand f;(t) (or t,(t). When we set the x(t) in such a way that its 
j-th• component巧(t)is equal to the j-th component of D(t), we get 
u({x(t), 石 (t)})>u<ぼ(t),lit)}) 
because of the strictly monotonous increasing mapping, u. 
On the other hand, the inner product ({ j,(t), p ,(t+ 1)}, {x(t), む(t)})
=l(t) and {x(t), zit)} satisfies the budget constraint. It is a contra-
diction to max u({x(t), zit)})=u({x(t), む(t)}).Therefore, {P(t), P,(t+l)} 
>o. 
Proof of (/i) 
As can be easily shown, when there is ({p'(t), P,(t+ 1)}, {x(t), 幻(t)})
=l(t), X({P(t), p、(t+1)}) satisfies strong Walras'law, so 
ぞ(t)=O. Q.E.D. 
Thus, the equilibrium price vector j,(t) and the equilibrium expected 
price vector J;.(t+l) are positive: then, under these prices, demand and 
supply for the commodities equalize and saving equals investment. 
The demand and supply functions we used here are point-to-set map-
pings: hence, the uniquness of equilibrium quantities of demand and 
supply are not always guaranteed. We may prove easily their uniqu-
ness through Samuelson's Ravealed Preference Theory. Thus. equili-
brium prices j,(t) and j,,(t+l) decide the equilibrium quantities of 
demand and supply, and saving and investment; in turn, they also 
give the optimum growth paths for the economy based on the theorem 
stated in Chapter I. 
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